where β = p/q ≥ 1 is a rational number. Theorem. (Normal Embedding Theorem.) [BM] . Let X ⊂ R Question. Let X ⊂ R n be a compact real algebraic set. Is it possible to construct a real algebraic set X ⊂ R m with the same properties as in the theorem above? Namely, X must be normaly embedded and bi-Lipschitz equivalent to X with respect to the inner metric.
Finiteness results.
There are many classification problems in Singularity Theory. If one restricts a classification problem to an algebraic setting the following question is important. If two semialgebraic (or subanalytic) sets are bi-Lipschitz isomorphic with respect to the euclidean metric they are bi-Lipschitz isomorphic with respect to the inner metric. Hence, the bi-Lipschitz equivalence with respect to the inner metric also admits a finiteness result. For subanalytic sets, A. Parusinski proved the following generalization of finiteness theorem.
Theorem [Pa] . Consider a finite-dimensional subanalytic family of subanalytic sets.
Then the number of equivalence classes with respect to a bi-Lipschitz isomorphism with respect to the euclidean metric is finite.
For definable sets in o-minimal structures (especially, if a structure is not polynomially bounded), the finiteness result cited above does not take place. To see it one
can consider the following family T λ depending on λ.
This family is definable in log − exp o-minimal structure.
Germs of subanalytic surfaces.
A subanalytic surface X ⊂ R n is a subanalytic set of dimension 2. This section is devoted to a local bi-Lipschitz classification of subanalytic surfaces. Remined that two germs of subanalytic sets are called bi-Lipschitz equivalent if there exists a germ of
Remined that a standard β-horn is a semialgebraic set defined as follows:
where β = p/q is a rational number and β ≥ 1.
We start our classification from the following result. Here we say that x 0 is a singular point of X if X is not a smooth submanifold without boundary of R n near x 0 . It means thet 0 ∈ T β is not an isolated singular point.
In fact, this theorem is a corollary of a more general result so-called Hölder
Complex Theorem. Hölder Complex Theorem is a Lipschitz version of the Triangulation
Theorem (see notes of the course of M.Coste). In 2-dimensional case a triangulation can be chosen canonically and this canonical triangulation presents a complete Lipschitz invariant for germs of semialgebraic surfaces.
Definition. An Abstract Hölder Complex is a pair (Γ, β) where Γ is a finite graph without loops and β: E Γ → Q (where E Γ is the set of edges of Γ) is a rational function such that, for all g ∈ E Γ , we have:
Hölder triangle T β is a semialgebraic set in R 2 defined as follows:
Let (Γ, β) be an Abstract Hölder Complex. A germ of subanalytic surface X at a point x 0 ∈ X is called a Geometric Hölder Complex associated to (Γ, β) if there exists a subanalytic triangulation such that x 0 is a vertex of this triangulation, Γ is isomorphic to the star of x 0 in this triangulation and, for any β ∈ E Γ , the corresponding 2-dimensional simplex is bi-Lipschitz isomorphic with respect to the intrinsic metric to T β(g) . Moreover, the triangulation map maps 0 ∈ T β(y) to x 0 :
Fig.3
The following result was proved by several authors independently (using different notations and terminology). Let us construct a new graph Γ such that the vertex a and the edges g 1 , g 2 are removed, the vertices a 1 and a 2 are connected by a new edge g. Set β(g) = min{β(g 1 ), β(g 2 )}.
Fig.4
This operation is called an elimination of a smooth vertex . We finish this section by the following Realization Theorem. 
Metric Homology.
A theory presented in section 3 is a 2-dimensional theory. Here we are going to discuss some invariants of similar nature for higher dimensions. Let Y and Z be two bounded subanalytic subsets of R n . Let U ε (Z) be an ε-neighbourhood of Z. We define a function f (ε) as follows:
By results µ(Supp η, X j ) ≥p(codim X j ), µ(Supp ∂η, X j ) ≥p(codim X j ).
Admissible chains form a chain complex and the homology of this chain complex is called
Metric Homology with respect to the stratification {X j } and the perversity functionp.
We use a notation M Hp(X, {X j }).
Basic properties of Metric Homology. 
